
 

THE NATURAL CYCLE
Upstream Forest School 



The Eight 
Directions
 

 



 

 

Why Use the 8 
Directions

The Natural Cycle is an Orienter, for its directional arrows tell you both literally 

and metaphorically where you are, not only in geographic space and time, but 

also in terms of cultural identity and life wisdom.

 

 

Each direction has a mood, and begins with where the sun begins - in the east. 
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The directions 
connect with 
the spirit of 
the seasons.
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The 8 
directions also 
connect to the 
natural cycles 
of growth.
 



 

 

The Natural Cycle of Learning

 



What Would This Look 
Like At Upstream?

NE: Open
This would be a short opening ritual 

(showing a found object we found on the 

way, sharing what we noticed, giving 

thanks for...

E: Inspire

This might look like a short time of 

wondering, demonstrating a skill, 

inspiring with a question.

SE: Activate

This is a time of movement: a game, 

collecting time, getting ready, giving 

instructions



S, SW, W

S: Focus
This would be the concentrated time of 

hard work and busyness, through a 

shared action, some well-placed and 

stocked 'centres', or a group build

SW: Relaxation

This would be a water break, snack, Sit 

Spot, be playful/have fun, free time?

W: Gather and Share

The Story of the Day, being proud of 

what we have accomplished, singing, a 

celebration of learning



NW, N, NE

NW: Reflection
The "inner tracking": debriefing what 

went on with them, whether it's walking 

back to the parents, journalling, 

homework for reflection

N: Wisdom (distillation 
and integration)

The big picture, 'real life' part of what we 

learned - could be a homework time, a 

story, a reflection (great around 

campfires - a candle maybe?)

NE: Transition to next 
class

Prepare the ground for new inspiration: 

ceremony to close the class, and an 

inspiration for the next class (whet their 

appetite!)



 
 
 
In short...
Open
Inspire
Activate
Focus
Relax
Share
Reflect
Integrate
Close
 


